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HISTORY OF THEATRE including Origins, Tragedy, Comedy, The
Greek theatre, Roman comedy.
How has the design of theatre buildings changed over time?
The word theater means a “place for seeing,” but theater is
more than just a building where plays are performed. It's the
whole idea behind what happens there.

The Origins of Theatre - The First Plays (continued)
The first plays were performed with just one actor (called a
protagonist) and a chorus of people who helped him to tell the
story. However, throughout the 5th.
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The earliest origins of drama are to be found in Athens where
ancient hymns, called dithyrambs, were sung in honor of the
god Dionysus. These hymns were.
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They were added mainly for show, but a few enabled the rich to
descend from their carriages and enter the theatre without
being exposed to any inclement weather. The last records of
Roman theatre could be associated within the Byzantine Empire.
Starton.UnifieddramaticplotswererestoredbythepoetIsaacdeBenserade
What Paris is part of the What Travel Guide Collection, a
series of on-line travel guides covering cities and countries
The History of Theatre over the world. In the 18th century
French theatre plays by authors like Pierre de Marivaux became
the flavor of the moment and even inspired the term
marivaudage which implies a subtlety of writing reflecting the
sensitivity and sophistication of the era.
ManyoftheuniqueelementsofAsiantheatrearchitecturecanbeseeninsucht
the 6th century BC a priest of Dionysus, by the name of
Thespis, introduces a new element which can validly be seen as
the birth of theatre. Found spaces were used much as flexible
theatres are today in that they could be configured as arena
theatres, as any variety of thrust stage theatre, as end stage
theatres, or even as surround The History of Theatre or
promenade spaces.
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